SKH Lam Woo Memorial Secondary School  
F.1 Language Arts  
Uniform Test

Name: Winsome Wong (24)  
Class: 1E  
Total Marks: 38/40

Deadline: 30 Oct 07

Situation:
You have been studying in Lam Woo for two months. Which area/aspect of school life do you like the most? Could it be your classmates/teachers/the extra-curricular activity you join or an interesting subject?

You want to capture the aspect of school life you like the best by drawing it below and write a description about it (about 60 words) so that you will remember it later in life.

---

I entered Lam Woo in 2007 and the thing I like the best is lunch time. I have my lunch in school. Although most of my classmates said that having lunch in school is boring, I enjoy it very much. We are as free as birds that time because teachers seldom go to the canteen. We can talk about our feelings of the lesson and share our happiness to each other. Sometimes, some of my classmates may tell some jokes to us and tickle our ribs. Everyone has a smiling face and our school is full of laughter. After taking lunch, we study together and help each other with homework. We will go around our school too because as a new member of this huge family, we should know more about our school. We seem like in heaven at lunch time because we have lots of fun.

---

Drawing: 10/10  
Content: 19/20  
Language Use and Grammar: 9/10

Because of the lunch time, I got more new friends and started to build up a firm friendship with them. I love lunch time.